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When Nothing Goes According to Plan

It is hard to believe we are so far into the year already! It continues to be a year full of memorable moments, not always for positive
reasons. March flew by at times and crept along at other moments. It taught us not to take anything or anyone for granted. We
also continued to learn that our best laid plans can all go out the window in an instance. Yet, through it all, we see God's
faithfulness and marvel at His sovereign plan.
March began with a trip to Albania during which the news arrived that Michelle's uncle was ushered into his heavenly reward.
This was unforeseen and most surprising. We quickly made travel plans which included passing off Elijah in the airport as Luke
arrived back from Albania a few hours before Michelle took off. Luke and Elijah were able to follow the next day. Our first trip to
America after the start of the pandemic was certainly not the way we envisioned it. The return trip included equally unexpected
events. Michelle, who planned to stay a few days longer, tested positive for Covid which extended her stay by ten days. This left the
guys trying to survive at home alone. Although Luke also tested positive, he remained asymptomatic and received a negative test 5
days later. Thankfully Michelle's symptoms remained relatively minor and after the end of quarantine, she was able to return
home. This did result in a majority of the month being spent on two different continents, but we were thankful to see God's
provision and blessings despite the challenges.
As the newest strains of the virus swept through Germany, we saw Elijah's kindergarten close down twice and many of the church
staff and members getting Covid. Thankfully, it seems as though the start of April has seen us hit the peak and we pray that
numbers will decrease very rapidly. With the decreased numbers of hospitalizations, the German government has elected to
remove federal restrictions and place things back in the hands of the individual states. Our state, Bavaria, decided on April 2nd to
remove mask restrictions, vaccine checks, and numbers regulations except for on public transportation, in retirement homes, and
in hospital settings. It has been a welcome change to begin familiarizing ourselves with the rest of everyone's face!
On the home front, we have begun our garden. We were blessed to use savings to invest in a green house and look forward to the
harvest God will provide. A very late hard freeze and 5 inches of snow means we will have to restart our tomatoes, but we trust the
God will bring the results in the proper time. This past month also saw Elijah making leaps and bounding forward in his
development. He learned how to ride his bike and was excited to join extended family for a spring break ski trip. With only two
lessons, we has already making his way down all level of difficulty slopes.
God continues to provide many new ministry opportunities. Luke has been asked to help lead the new partnership between MBS
and a South African seminary to offer an accredited master's degree to our students. This is an answer to prayer and will allow a
recognized diploma to be granted. Luke's role will be as the contact point between the two schools, a role made possible because of
his PhD. God's provision for continued education has paved the way for this role. In addition, the study center director of MBS
Munich is in conversations with Luke about the upcoming academic year to involve him in mentoring students and teaching a
couple of sessions - all in German. This provides great goals to aim for and motivation for language learning.
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Life on Life

Andi is one of the MBS Albania students who is always heavily engaged. He works
for an auto repair store to order car parts. Every month he uses two vacation days in
order to attend classes and work on his theological degree. Without fail, whenever
Luke is in town, he sets aside one evening to invite Luke out. The latest trip was no
exception. After a full day of classes, Andi spent another 3 hours with Luke as they
enjoyed fellowship, dinner, and a tour of the city.
These meetings provide an opportunity for spontaneous discipleship and life on life
development. Andi comes into the seminary as a sponge, absorbing so many things
that he was never exposed to at any other time. He has many questions and, while
open to being convicted by Scripture, he is also not one to simply accept something
without serious contemplation. Luke was able to encourage Andi to keep pressing on
in learning and developing. Working full time and completing a degree is no easy
task, but it is one to which Luke can relate. Luke was also able to share the incredible
blessing of the education MBS offers. So many theological institutes today are, sadly,
the breeding grounds for theological novelties that depart drastically from Scripture
in the name of academic advancement. Luke's time at the University of Aberdeen,
while blessed with highlights, also showed the dangers of such an education. Having
an institute like MBS that is committed to Scripture and where all the staff are
committed followers of Christ is not to be taken for granted and a tremendous
blessing.
The impact of MBS is especially valuable in a country like Albania. Sadly, many
institutes and groups are all to eager to take advantage of a young, developing
church. Poor teaching and bad doctrine abounds. All this makes us especially grateful
for students, like Andi, who sacrifice their time, energy, and so much more to
provide the next generation of spiritual leadership. Join us in praying for them, their
perseverance, and for the Albanian church! Europe is desperately in need of church
revitalization and we pray God will use our students to bring this to pass!
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The German word for vacation
is Urlaub which is pronounced
oor-lauwb and is masculine (der
Urlaub)

Prayer Requests:
- Albanian students
- Preaching at the international
church for 5 weeks from 4/17
- German studies
- Pastoral interns in Munich

Praises:
- Recovery from Covid
- Partnership with South Africa
- New opportunities
- Time with Andi
- Family vacation time

Thank you so much for your
amazing partnership!!
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Equipping today's students to lead

tomorrow's churches for the glory

of God!




